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Abstract

The high-speed and low-cost modulation of light make photonic interconnects an attractive solution for manycore processors’ communication demands. However, the high optical loss of many nanophotonic components results in high laser power consumption, most of which is wasted during periods of system inactivity. We propose EcoLaser, an adaptive laser control mechanism that saves laser power by turning it off when not needed, while meeting high bandwidth requirements. EcoLaser saves between 24-77% of the laser power when running real-world workloads. The power savings of EcoLaser allow the cores to exploit a higher power budget and run faster, achieving speedups of 1.1-2x.
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ABSTRACT
The high-speed and low-cost modulation of light make photonic interconnects an attractive solution for manycore processors' communication demands. However, the high optical loss of many nanophotonic components results in high laser power consumption, most of which is wasted during periods of system inactivity. We propose EcoLaser, an adaptive laser control mechanism that saves laser power by turning it off when not needed, while meeting high bandwidth requirements. EcoLaser saves between 24-77% of the laser power when running real-world workloads. The power savings of EcoLaser allow the cores to exploit a higher power budget and run faster, achieving speedups of 1.1-2x.

1. INTRODUCTION
Silicon photonics have emerged as a promising solution to meet the growing demand for high-bandwidth, low-latency, and energy-efficient communication in manycore processors. Silicon waveguides can be manufactured alongside CMOS logic on the same die by adding a few new steps in the manufacturing process [5], and they are more efficient for long-distance on-chip communication than electrical signaling [18]. However, the high optical loss of typical silicon waveguides, optical couplers, and on-ring resonators, together with the low efficiency (in the range of 5-10% [27]) of WDM-compatible lasers, dramatically increase the laser power consumption. Thus, the wall-plug laser power requirement is 10-20x higher than the required laser output power. Sharing the optical bus is commonly employed to keep the hardware overhead manageable, but it requires additional components which accumulate optical loss. While some optical interconnect topologies strike a better balance of power and performance [6,18,16], most of these costs are hard to avoid, and the laser power remains a considerable fraction of the total power budget.

The majority of this power is typically wasted when activity is low because photonic interconnects are always on. By comparison, electrical interconnects stay idle consuming only leakage power, until a packet traverses them. Idle times are quite common, as the interconnect stays idle often for long periods of time, both in scientific computing (compute-intensive execution phases underutilize the interconnect), and in server computing (servers in Google-scale datacenters have a typical utilization of less than 30% [1]).

Motivated by these observations, we propose EcoLaser, a collection of static and adaptive laser control mechanisms that react to the demands of the aggregate workload by opportunistically turning the laser off during periods of low activity to save energy, and leaving it on during periods of high activity in order to meet the high bandwidth demand. EcoLaser capitalizes on recent advancements in Ge lasers [12,14], which enable DWM-compatible on-chip laser sources that can be turned on or off within nanoseconds. More specifically, the contributions of this paper are:

1. We propose laser control as a viable technique to save power and quantify the maximum opportunity.
2. We propose EcoLaser, a collection of static and dynamic laser control mechanisms and policies that approximate the maximum possible savings, and we present detailed designs of EcoLaser for both SWMR and MWSR optical crossbars.
3. We evaluate the impact of EcoLaser on the performance and energy of a multicore running a range of synthetic and scientific workloads, under realistic physical constraints, and across a range of optical crossbar sizes.

Our results indicate that EcoLaser saves between 24-77% of the laser power for radix-16 and radix-64 SWMR and MWSR crossbars real-world workloads. EcoLaser closely tracks (within 2-3% on average) a perfect controller with the knowledge of future interconnect requests. Thus, EcoLaser harvests the vast majority of the energy benefits that can be achieved by controlling the laser source. Moreover, the power savings of EcoLaser allow for providing a higher power budget to the cores, which enables them to run faster. Employing EcoLaser on a radix-16 and radix-64 crossbars allows the multicore chip to achieve 1.1x and 2x speedups over a baseline scheme with no control respectively.

2. LASER CONTROL SCHEMES
The objective of the laser control is to save laser energy by turning the lasers off whenever the bus (i.e., data channel) is idle. When the laser is off, the messages have to wait for the laser to turn on before transmission. The Ge-based laser [14] assumed in this work turns on in 1 ns, during which period it consumes the same power as when it is lasing. The laser control schemes we propose aim to maximize energy savings while minimizing the laser turn-on delay overhead.

2.1 Laser Control for SWMR Crossbar
A router in a Single-Reader-Multiple-Writer (SWMR) [11] crossbar (Figure 2) writes to its own dedicated bus, and reads from the other routers’ busses. Reservation channels are used to provide exclusion on the data bus [18]. The shaded components in the router microarchitecture in Figure 1 correspond to components added by EcoLaser. The laser controller turns the laser on if there is a message at any of the injection buffers, and it does not turn it off unless (a) there is no message at the injection buffers, and (b) the laser has stayed on for the minimum laser stay-on time “K”. The laser controller keeps the switch allocator waiting while the laser turns on. When the laser is ready, the switch allocator moves messages to the modulators.

2.2 Laser Control for MWSR Crossbar
In a Multiple-Writer-Single-Reader [24] (MWSR) crossbar every router reads from its own bus, and writes on the other routers’ busses (Figure 2). This complicates laser control, as the laser is not next to the sender but next to the receiver, and the receiver does not know that a sender wants to transmit. Contention in MWSR occurs when two routers try to transmit at the same time to the same destination. Token-based arbitration [17,24] resolves the contention by using ring-shaped waveguides to move the tokens in the direction of data travel, and one cycle ahead of the data slot. In the ring-shaped cross-
bar, the reader node also snoops the returning tokens to control the input buffer utilization [17]. Any writer can use the token stream to send a “Laser turn-on request” to the reader, because the reader collects back its tokens. Each reader in EcoLaser holds the lasers for its own bus (Figure 2), as they can be built within a waveguide [14].

We construct the tokens to perform three tasks: (a) maintain the time share on the bus, (b) indicate if there is light in the data bus so a writer will know if he can write immediately, and (c) bring the laser turn-on requests back to the reader. Note that only the reader can inject tokens in his token stream, and any type of snooping of the token by writers is destructive. In order to meet all these needs, we design 3-bit tokens as shown at the top of Figure 3: the “T” bit provides mutual exclusion on the data bus; the “L” bit indicates if the laser was on when this token was released from the reader node (i.e., the subsequent slot in the data bus has light that can be modulated); the “S” signals the reader to turn on the laser. The photonic links operate at 2x the processor frequency, thus 2 wavelengths suffice (5 GHz). While 7 and T bits are sent on the same wavelength in a single processor cycle.

Figure 3 shows the Laser Controller Logic. When the bus is idle, the data lasers stay at the “Laser OFF” state; they do not consume energy, and the released tokens indicate this with a clear L bit (note that the laser for the token stream is always on). Writers send the laser turn-on signal by clearing the S bit of a token. When the laser controller receives the turn-on signal, the data channel lasers move to the “Laser Warm-up” state. During the warm-up the lasers consume full power preparing photons, but cannot emit any light yet. When the lasers are ready, they start emitting light into the data bus (emit data slots), moving to the “Laser Dedicated” state. The data slot injected first is dedicated to the writer who requested the laser turn-on; the corresponding token has a clear T bit, to prevent any other writer from grabbing the slot. The writer who sent out a laser turn-on signal expects to receive a dedicated data slot at the roundtrip time plus the laser turn on time after sending out the signal (equal to the worst-case delay). This dedicated data slot ensures that the writer who turned the laser on will be serviced, preventing starvation. The laser controller sends out a dedicated data slot at a delay equal to the laser turn-on time after receiving the laser turn-on signal; this is ensured by pushing a 1 into a 5-bit barrel shifter, and sending out the dedicated token when this 1 pops from the other end (1 ns is 5 cycles at 5 GHz), and keeping the laser on for as long as there is a set bit in the shifter.

The laser controller keeps track of the duration the laser has stayed on through the counter “count”. When the laser emits the first (dedicated) slot, the count is assigned the value K. Count decrements on every cycle, and the laser stays on and releases data slots which are available for any writer node to use (tokens indicate this availability with set T and L bits). When count = 1 the laser turns off, unless there is another set bit in the shifter, which indicates a new pending laser turn-on request. If there is, the laser will remain on until the set bit pops out from the shifter, in order to service the new writer.

Figure 4 shows the Writer Node Logic. When a writer has a message to send, it moves to the “Request Slot” state, and looks for an available data slot. The writer reads the T and L bits of the first token, and if they are both set (i.e., the data slot has light and is available), it modulates the message into the data slot. If T and L are not both set, the writer sends a laser turn-on signal by reading (clearing) the S bit of the token, and sets the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) of the dedicated slot. If all of the token bits are clear, the token has been grabbed and used to send out a laser turn-on signal already, so the writer stays in the “Request Slot” state and re-tries. After sending a laser turn-on signal, the writer moves to “Slot Polling”, in which the writer looks for an available slot (by reading both T and L bits) while waiting for its dedicated slot to arrive. The writer transmits when either an available slot with light arrives, or the writer’s dedicated slot arrives, whichever happens first. Note that the writer sends at most one laser turn-on signal, which avoids wasting laser energy. Also, writers can send a laser turn-on signal using a token that has been through another “Slot Polling” writer, which improves performance.

Once a writer sends out a laser turn-on signal, it is guaranteed to receive a data slot in ETA time.
2.3 Adaptive Laser Control

All the laser control schemes discussed thus far are static, in that they leave the laser on for at least “K” cycles, where “K” is a fixed value. With lower laser stay-on time “K”, EcoLaser tends to turn off the laser quicker, which saves more laser energy when the crossbar is not heavily utilized. However, when there is more traffic on the crossbar, turning the laser off quickly results in lost opportunities to quickly send, and increases the number of times the laser has to be turned on anew. The frequent laser turn-on delays decrease performance. On the other hand, when K is high, the laser tends to stay on for longer, which increases performance under heavier traffic, but wastes more laser energy when the utilization is low. Thus, no static scheme is expected to perform best under all traffic intensity conditions.

We propose an adaptive scheme, which changes the laser stay-on time K on the fly, by observing the amount of laser turn-on requests. Frequent laser turn-on requests hint to lost opportunities to transmit opportunistically, and the adaptive scheme increases K to keep the laser on for longer. A low number of laser turn-on requests hints at potentially wasted laser energy, so the adaptive scheme decreases K to save more laser energy, by turning the laser off more quickly.

To prevent oscillation and unnecessarily overshooting K from its ideal setting, we employ a hysteresis counter which robustly captures the laser turn-on request trends. By default, the hysteresis counter decrements on every cycle on which there is no other counter activity. Upon sensing a laser turn-on signal, the counter increments by adding some value to it. Whenever the counter reaches its upper threshold, K increases by 1; whenever the counter reaches its lower threshold, K decreases by 1. The hysteresis counter controls the value of K in a stable manner, because increasing K results in a reduction of laser turn-on requests, as the likelihood of a writer finding an available data slot with light increases, and vice versa. The threshold settings and the increment and decrement values of the hysteresis counter change its reactive behavior (making it more lazy or aggressive). Through a design space exploration, we identified the settings that provide the highest energy savings for our workloads, and use these settings for the remainder of our study. Other than adapting K at runtime, the rest of the design of the adaptive laser control is the same as the designs described earlier for SWMR and MWSR crossbars.

2.4 The Perfect Laser Control

A perfect control scheme has complete knowledge of future interconnect accesses. The perfect scheme saves the maximum laser energy without incurring any performance overhead by turning the laser on ahead of time, so the light reaches the writer at the exact time the writer attempts to transmit. After transmitting, the Perfect scheme deactivates the laser quickly or keeps it on for an upcoming message, if deactivation could cause a delay. Thus, the perfect scheme demonstrates the limit of energy savings with the given laser technology.
To put EcoLaser’s performance and energy consumption into perspective, we include in our evaluation a 2D-concentrated electrical mesh with express links (CMesh). For CMesh we model routers with 8 input and output ports and a 3-cycle routing delay. Routers are connected through 150-bit bi-directional links with 1-cycle local and 3-cycle global delay. To show the range of EcoLaser’s impact, we evaluate its application on two optical crossbars that are at the opposite ends of the spectrum, a radix-16 and a radix-64 optical crossbar. The radix-16 crossbar approximates a worst case scenario for EcoLaser. It has high laser power consumption and a low concentration factor (1), which results in light traffic, thus giving ample opportunity. The radix-64 crossbar corresponds to a better case for EcoLaser. It has high laser power consumption and a high concentration factor (4) creates heavier traffic. The low laser power consumption and heavy traffic limit EcoLaser’s opportunity. The radix-64 crossbar would save, which would have a higher impact on the performance of the processor if this power is given back to the cores. Thus, we remain conservative in our estimates of optical losses.

The modulation and demodulation energy is 150 fJ/bit at 10 GHz [2]. The laser power per wavelength and total laser power are calculated in Table 2 using the analytical models introduced in [10]. Because the number of turned-off rings on a single optical path is high for a radix-64 crossbar, we limit the network to 16 DWDM. The total laser power in Table 2 includes the laser power for both data and reservation channels, plus the laser efficiency of 10%, so it is the wall plug power for the laser. The data bus is 300-bits wide.

Unfortunately, there is little consensus on the optical loss parameters used or projected in literature, as parameters exhibit a variance over 10x across publications. However, the design of an optical interconnect highly depends on the losses of the optical components used. If the off-ring through loss on the radix-16 crossbar was 10x higher (i.e., 0.1 dB), the interconnect wouldn’t employ 64-way DWDM, as this would increase the laser power to unsustainable levels. Rather, it would be optimized with a lower 6-way DWDM (using more wavelength guides), keeping the total optical loss (and hence laser power) the same. Similarly, if the optical components have a high optical loss, a high-radix crossbar (e.g., radix-64) could be better implemented by connecting multiple smaller crossbars (e.g., radix-16) as in [18]. In either case, the fraction of laser energy that EcoLaser saves depends on the network utilization, not on the optical loss parameters. Moreover, the higher the total optical loss, the more power in absolute terms EcoLaser would save, which would have a higher impact on the performance of the processor if this power is given back to the cores.

3.3 Optical Network Power Consumption Calculation

Table 2 shows the optical loss parameters for the modulators, demodulators, drop filters, and detectors introduced in [2] and assumed in this work. The modulation and demodulation energy is 150 fJ/bit at 10 GHz [2]. The laser power per wavelength and total laser power are calculated in Table 2 using the analytical models introduced in [10].

To calculate the total ring heating power we extend the method by Nitta et al. [15] by additionally accounting for the heating of the photonic die by the operation of the cores. We model the thermal characteristics of a 3D-stacked architecture where the photonic die sits underneath the logic die using the 3D-chip extension of HotSpot [20]. When a workload executes, we calculate the ring heating power required to maintain the entire photonic die at the micro-ring trimming temperature during the entire execution. In addition, we account for the individual ring trimming power required to overcome process variations, as described in [10].

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Network Performance

EcoLaser saves energy by tuning off the lasers at the potential cost of increasing the message latency. At low injection rates, SWMR with EcoLaser exhibits a 4-cycle delay, even though the laser turn-on delay is 5 cycles, because some messages catch the laser on (Figure 5). This overhead slightly decreases as the injection rate grows, because more messages catch the laser on. Similarly, while the laser turn-on delay is 11 cycles for MWSR, it exhibits an 8-cycle latency overhead, because the token design allows senders to transmit immediately when they find the laser on. Static schemes with high laser stay-on time “K” (keeping the laser on at least K cycles),
increase the likelihood of finding the laser on, so they have lower latency overhead and provide higher throughput. However, they don’t save much energy at low injection rates, as they may needlessly leave the lasers on. Static schemes with lower \( K \) turn off the lasers quickly, saving significant laser energy at low injection rates. However, they don’t provide enough throughput under heavy utilization, increasing the overall energy consumption. Adaptive outperforms all Static schemes, as it achieves high energy savings at low injection rates, and also provides high throughput at high injection rates, because it adjusts \( K \) at runtime. Adaptive’s performance improvement over Static schemes is higher for MWSR, because it sends turn-on requests through the token stream (which takes longer), while SWMR can turn on or keep the laser on much quicker. Overall, Adaptive’s energy consumption is only 2-3% higher than what Perfect can achieve.

4.2 The Performance Cost of Laser Control

EcoLaser is expected to degrade performance compared to No-Ctrl, as sometimes a sender finds the laser off and delays transmission. In reality, however, EcoLaser can recoup the losses and even increase performance by minimizing thermal emergencies and core throttling. Mechanisms like DVFS throttle the cores to keep a chip within safe operating temperatures (under 90°C). Controlling the laser lowers the power consumption by a significant margin compared to a traditional laser without control, which allows for a cooler chip, reduces core throttling, and increases performance. Thus, even though EcoLaser trades off network latency for energy savings, a realistic power-limited system may exhibit higher performance with EcoLaser because the cores will not be throttled as much as without laser control.

We analyze the two effects (increasing the network latency, and reducing core throttling) separately. We analyze the performance cost of EcoLaser by evaluating it on a multicore that is not subject to thermal constraints, thus cores are not throttled and run at maximum frequency (5 GHz). Our workload suite includes both memory-intensive workloads that generate high traffic and are sensitive to interconnect latency (em3d, ocean, appbt, tomcavt), as well as compute-intensive workloads that have low injection rates and are less sensitive to message latency (fmm, moldyn, barnes). Figure 6 summarizes our findings. The injection rate of each application appears below its name. Overall, laser control saves more energy on real-world workloads than on synthetic random traffic patterns, because real-world workloads typically have bursty (and sparse) memory access patterns.

In MWSR_XBAR_16, Static-1 saves the most laser energy (49% on average) at the expense of slowing down the memory intensive workloads. Static-10 achieves high throughput, but it wastes laser energy at compute-intensive workloads (saves 32% on average). Adaptive combines the benefits of both: it saves 45% of the laser energy on average for radix-16 and 68% for radix-64 MWSR crossbars, at the cost of 4.8% and 7.5% slowdown respectively. Similarly, EcoLaser on SWMR crossbars saves 53% and 72% of the laser energy for radix-16 and radix-64 respectively, with only 4% slowdown.

Power_Eq approximates Adaptive’s laser energy consumption by scaling down its width (150-bit flits for radix-16, and 100-bit flits for radix-64), but otherwise is similar to No-Ctrl. While achieving similar energy savings, Power_Eq suffers from high serialization delays and underperforms EcoLaser. Thus, saving laser energy by reducing the width of the interconnect is not a good alternative to laser control.

FIGURE 6. Speedup for radix-16 (left) and radix-64 (right) MWSR on a hypothetical multicore without thermal constraints.

FIGURE 7. Speedup over CMesh for radix-16 (left) and radix-64 (right) MWSR crossbars under realistic thermal constraints.

FIGURE 8. Energy x Delay Product in radix-16 and radix-64 MWSR crossbar. The evaluated designs are from left to right: No-Ctrl (N), Power_Eq (E), Static-1 (1), Static-10 (10), Adaptive (A), and Perfect (P).
4.3 Impact of EcoLaser on a Realistic Multicore

Under realistic thermal (power) constraints, DVFS in No-Ctrl throttles the cores to keep the chip within a safe temperature. EcoLaser, however, reduces the laser power and results in a cooler chip, less core throttling, and higher performance. The static schemes typically work well at only one end of the spectrum. Static-1 speeds up workloads with low injection rates, as it saves the most power and reduces throttling, but slows down memory-intensive workloads due to frequent laser turn-on delays (Figure 7-left). Static-10 speeds up workloads with high injection rates, as it increases the likelihood that a sender finds the laser on and transmits without delay, but wastes power when the injection rate is low and leads to more core throttling. Power_Eq achieves low laser power, but at the expense of serialization delays due to its limited width. Overall, the performance and energy-delay product (EDP, Figure 8) of the static schemes is much worse than that of Perfect’s. Thus, static laser control or reduced width often lead to slow and energy-inefficient systems.

Adaptive EcoLaser tracks the workload’s needs, and provides both low power and high throughput. The impact of EcoLaser is more pronounced on 64-radix crossbars, because their energy savings are a significant fraction of the total chip power, and hence allow the cores to run faster. For example, Perfect runs fmm at 3.25 GHz, Adaptive at 3.2 GHz, and No-Ctrl at only 1.5 GHz. For the same reason, No-Ctrl is 1.7x slower than CMesh even though it has higher bandwidth and lower latency. Compared to No-Ctrl, adaptive EcoLaser on radix-64 MWSR and SWMR crossbars is 2x faster and has 74-77% lower EDP on average (10% faster and 20% lower EDP for radix-16). In all cases, Adaptive’s performance and EDP are within 2-6% of Perfect’s.

5. RELATED WORK

Corona [24] and many others [23,17,16], implement an MWSR crossbar topology for on-chip communication. Firefly [18] uses partitioned SWMR optical crossbars to connect clusters of electrically-connected mesh networks. Batten et al. [2,3] connects a many-core processor to DRAM memory using SWMR crossbars. These works can exploit EcoLaser to achieve higher laser energy efficiency. Thonnart et al. [22] propose techniques to reduce the static power consumption in electrical interconnects by powering down unused units. Zhou et al. [26] identify the constant laser power consumption as an inefficiency, and proposed a mechanism to increase average channel utilization, by controlling active splitters to tune bandwidth on a binary tree network. Kurian et al. [12] propose an optical SWMR crossbar and electrical hybrid network, and mention that a Ge-based laser can be controlled to improve the laser energy efficiency, but don’t present nor evaluate a laser control scheme.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose EcoLaser, a laser-control mechanism that turns the laser off during periods of inactivity to save energy, and meets high bandwidth demands by turning the laser on for as long as necessary. EcoLaser saves between 24-77% of the laser power for radix-16 and radix-64 SWMR and MWSR crossbars on real-world workloads. EcoLaser harvests the vast majority of the energy benefits, as it closely tracks (within 2-3% on average) a perfect controller with the knowledge of future interconnect requests. Moreover, the power savings of EcoLaser allow for providing a higher power budget to the cores, which enables them to run faster. Employing EcoLaser on a radix-16 or radix-64 crossbar allows the multicore chip to achieve speedup of 1.1-2x over keeping the lasers always on.
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